Studies on the neutralization of herpes simplex virus. VIII. Significance of viral sensitization for inactivation by complement.
Early and late IgG of rabbits immunized with herpes virus showed, respectively, 8-fold and 2-fold enhancement of neutralization endpoint in the presence of complement (C). Kinetic curve experiments employing an appropriate amount of virus revealed that both neutralization and sensitization followed first-order reaction, and each IgG possessed a certain range of concentration where neutralization was negligible while sensitization was marked. Dose responses of neutralization and sensitization velocities demonstrated that the C enhancement of late IgG was about 7-fold and that of early IgG more than 20-fold. These facts suggested that the IgGs contained two different entities of complement-requiring (CRN) and non-requiring neutralizing (N) antibodies at different proportions, only the former being responsible for sensitization. The different CRN: N ratios obtained by the endpoint and kinetic methods may mean either that the two antibodies differ in avidity for the virus or that the number of critical sites per virion for CRN antibody is greater than that for N antibody. In this interpretation, sensitization by CRN antibody as well as neutralization by N antibody is thought to result from attachment of a single antibody molecule to the viral critical site. Alternative explanations, ascribing the mechanism of neutralization to steric hindrance of critical sites or to multiple hit of those sites by antibody, were denied by analyses of the present data.